Multi-Task Gaussian processes (MTGPs) have shown a significant progress both in expressiveness and interpretation of the relatedness between different tasks: from linear combinations of independent single-output Gaussian processes (GPs), through the direct modeling of the cross-covariances such as spectral mixture kernels with phase shift, to the design of multivariate covariance functions based on spectral mixture kernels which model delays among tasks in addition to phase differences, and which provide a parametric interpretation of the relatedness across tasks. In this paper we further extend expressiveness and interpretability of MTGPs models and introduce a new family of kernels capable to model nonlinear correlations between tasks as well as dependencies between component, including time and phase delay. Specifically, we use generalized convolution spectral mixture kernels for modeling dependencies at component level, and coupling coregionalization for discovering task level correlations. The proposed kernels for MTGP are validated on artificial data and compared with existing MTGPs methods on three real-world experiments. Results indicate the benefits of our more expressive representation with respect to performance and interpretability.
Introduction
Gaussian processes (GPs) [1, 2] are an elegant Bayesian approach to model an unknown function. They provide regression models where a posterior distribution over the unknown function is maintained as evidence is accumulated. This allows GPs to learn complex functions if a large amount of evidence is available and makes them robust against overfitting in the presence of little evidence. A GP can model a large class of phenomena through the choice of its kernel which characterizes one's assumption on how the unknown function autocovaries [1] . The choice of kernel is a core aspect of GP design, since the posterior distribution can significantly vary for different kernels. As a consequence, various kernels, e.g. Squared Exponential, Periodic, Matérn, and kernel design methods have been proposed [2] . The extension of GPs to multiple sources of data is known as multi-task Gaussian processes (MTGPs) [3] . MTGPs model temporal or spatial relationships among infinitely many random variables, as scalar GPs, but also account for the statistical dependence across different sources of data (or tasks) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . How to choose an appropriate kernel to jointly model the cross covariance between tasks and auto-covariance within each task is the core aspect of MTGPs design [3, 10, 11, 12, 5, 13, 14] .
Early approaches to MTGPs, like Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC [15] [4] [8] , focused on linear combination of independent single-output GPs. More expressive methods like the multi-kernel method [12] and the convolved latent function framework [16, 17, 18, 19] consider convolution to construct cross-covariance function, and assume that each task has its own kernel. The use of spectral mixture (SM) kernels has further boosted the development of MTGP methods. Specifically, the expressiveness power of MTGP methods with SM kernels has increased during the past years: first the SM-LMC kernel was proposed [20, 21] , which just uses independent component; then the Cross-Spectral Mixture (CSM) kernel [22] , a more flexible kernel which considers the power and phase correlation between multiple tasks. CSM cannot capture complicated cross correlations because it only considers phase dependencies between tasks. Therefore the Multi-Output Spectral Mixture kernel (MOSM) was proposed [23] which addresses this limitation. However, MOSM considers task level correlations within each component by using independent components.
We propose a more expressive and interpretable kernel for MTGPs which is capable to model nonlinear correlations between tasks and dependencies between component. Such correlations and dependencies model more complex patterns in multi-source data and more expressive characteristics of latent functions. By using generalized convolution spectral mixture kernel (GCSM) [24] , our kernel is able to model dependencies between component including time and phase delay. Task level correlations are modeled through coupling coregionalization, providing a strong interpretation of relations between tasks. Furthermore, when applied to a single task, the proposed kernel reduces to GCSM, which has been shown to be a generalization of the ordinary SM kernel. The proposed MTGP kernel is more expressive than existing ones because it explicitly models correlations at task and component level. These modeling capabilities are comparatively investigated on artificial data and on four real-world experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section GPs, spectral mixture kernels, and existing multitask GPs are described. In Section 3 our kernel for MTGPs is introduced and compared with existing methods. Experiments on artificial and real-world data are described in Section 4. We conclude with a summary of our contributions and future work.
Background
We start with some background information on GPs, multi-task GPs, and spectral mixture kernels.
Gaussian processes
A Gaussian process defines a distribution over functions, specified by its mean function m(x) and covariance function k(x, x ) [2] for given input vector x ∈ R P . Thus we can define a GP as
Without loss of generality we assume the mean of a GP to be zero. The covariance function is applied to construct a positive definite covariance matrix on input points X, here denoted by K = K(X, X). By placing a GP prior over functions through the choice of a kernel and parameter initialization, from the training data X we can predict the unknown function valueỹ * and its variance V[y * ] (that is, its uncertainty) for a test point x * using the following key predictive equations for GP regression [2] :
where k * is the covariances vector between x * and X, and y are the observed values corresponding to X. Typically, GPs contain free parameters Θ, called hyper-parameters, which can be optimized by minimizing the Negative Log Marginal Likelihood (NLML) as follows:
where σ 2 n is the noise level. This formulation follows directly from the fact that y ∼ N (0, K + σ 2 n I). In multi-task GP (MTGP), we have multiple sources of data which specify related tasks [3, 7, 10, 18] . The construction of the MTGP covariance function k MTGP models dependencies between pairs of points from two tasks.
Spectral mixture kernels
The smoothness and generalization properties of GPs depend on the kernel function and its hyperparameters Θ. Choosing an appropriate kernel function and its initial hyper-parameters based on prior knowledge from the data are the core steps of a GP. Various kernel functions have been proposed [2] , such as Squared Exponential (SE), Periodic (PER), and general Matérn (MA). Recently new covariance kernels have been proposed in [20, 25] , called Spectral Mixture (SM) kernels. An SM kernel, here denoted by k SM , is derived through modeling spectral densities (Fourier transform of a kernel) with Gaussian mixture. A desirable property of SM kernels is that they can be used to reconstruct other popular standard covariance kernels. According to Bochner's Theorem [26] , the properties of a stationary kernel entirely depend on its spectral densities. With enough components k SM can approximate any stationary covariance kernel [25] .
where τ = x − x , Q is the number of components, k SMi is the i-th component, P is the dimension of input,
, and
are weight, mean, and variance of the i-th component in frequency domain, respectively. The variance σ 2 i can be thought of as an inverse length-scale, µ i as a frequency, and w i as a contribution. Bochner's Theorem [26, 27] indicates a direction on how to construct a valid kernel from the frequency domain. We will use a hatk(s) to denote the spectral density of a covariance function k(τ ) in the frequency domain. Using the following definition, the spectral density of kernel function k(τ ) can be given by its Fourier transform:k
whereι is the imaginary number. Furthermore, the inverse Fourier transform of spectral densityk(s) is the original kernel function k(τ ).
For SM kernel [20] , using inverse Fourier transform of the spectral densityk SMi 
is a symmetrized scale-location Gaussian in the frequency domain, we have
where F −1 s→τ denotes inverse Fourier transform.
Existing MTGPs
Research on GPs related to multi-task learning include [4, 7, 8, 12, 13, 16, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] . Here we mainly focus on MTGP methods based on spectral mixture kernels [21, 22, 23] , because of their expressiveness and recent use in MTGPs. Since the introduction of SM kernels [25, 33] , various MTGP methods have been introduced [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] . The first MTGP using SM kernel is the Gaussian process regression network (GPRN), which based on the LMC framework [21] .
The B i in K SM-LMC encodes cross weights to represent task correlation and involves a linear combination of component. The CSM kernel [22] improved the expressivity of SM-LMC: it contains cross phase spectrum and is also defined within the LMC framework as
where k SGi (τ ; Θ i ) is phasor notation of the spectral Gaussian kernel. However the kernels k SGi (τ ; Θ i ) used in the CSM are only phase dependent. The more recent MOSM kernel [23] provided a principled framework to construct multivariate covariance functions with a better interpretation of cross relationship between tasks. MOSM has the form
, and φ q ij are cross magnitude, cross covariance, cross mean, cross time delay, and cross phase delay between the i-th and j-th channels. Here SM-LMC and CSM are instances of MOSM. Even if MOSM extend existing methods in expressiveness and interpretation, it still consider linear combination of components and it ignores dependencies between components. We address these two extensions in the proposed kernel described in the next section.
Generalized convolution spectral mixture of coupling coregionalization
In this section we address the following three questions. (1) How can we embed component level dependencies related to time and phase delay into coupling correlations between tasks over all components? (2) What is the interpretation of task level correlation (coupling coregionalization) and component dependency (convolution, time, and phase delay) in the proposed setting? (3) What is the difference between the proposed kernel and existing approaches to MTGPs?
Coupling coregionalization on component dependencies
We consider component level dependencies related to time and phase delay, as modeled in [24] through the so-called generalized convolution spectral mixture (GCSM) kernel, defined as follows:
where w ij a ij is the cross contribution constant incorporating cross weight and cross amplitude. Other parameters are defined as:
• cross weight:
• cross time delay:
where Q is the number of auto-convolution component in the GCSM kernel, θ i and φ i respectively denote time delay and phase delay in the i-th Gaussian spectral density.k i×j GCSM (s) is a cross spectral density with weight w ij between the i-th and j-th base Gaussians in the frequency domain.
Here k GCSM (τ ) satisfies the positive semi-definite condition. Through the GCSM we can model the dependency related to time and phase delay between components. In the sequel, we denote by GCSM i,j (i = j), the cross covariance components of Equation (10).
We combine component level dependencies related to time and phase delay and coupling correlations between tasks in order to model complicated cohesion and coupling patterns including time and phase delay not only between component but also between tasks. The GCSM kernel is used for modeling component level dependency, and the coupling coregionalization is used to discover task level nonlinear correlations. We start by using single and independent coregionalizations, and introduce the generalized convolution spectral mixture of coregionalization (GCSM-C) kernel:
where B = CC is the coregionalization term, B is positive-definite and C is a lower triangular matrix with free form parameterization representing the degree of correlation between tasks [4] , each K GCSM is an N × N matrix and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, reflecting the coregionalization properties across multiple components.
Next, if we consider also coregionalization for each base component [24] , we obtain the generalized convolution spectral mixture of coupling coregionalization (GCSM-CC) kernel with the form:
where i m,n is the correlation of task m and task n in the i-th base component. Noting that C i incorporates the degrees of correlation between tasks in the i-th component. While, C i C i is the ordinary coregionalization term, and C i C j (i = j) is the coupling coregionalization term. In addition to negative and positive correlation, time and phase shift task level correlation mentioned in MOSM [23] , the proposed GCSM-CC kernel has the following desirable properties: (1) it allows to model component level dependencies including time and phase delay due to its convolution mechanism; (2) it includes more cross components without increasing of parameter space; (3) it uses coupling coregionalization to represent task level correlation across all components; (4) it does not assume components to be independent. The graphical representation of task level correlation and component level dependency in GCSM-CC and the others is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Interpretation of component dependencies and coupling coregionalization
Channels as used in SM-LMC and CSM [21, 22] are auto-convolution of base component. SM-LMC, CSM, and MOSM treat each component independently: CSM incorporates partial phase correlations between tasks in each component, and MOSM adds task level time and phase dependency in each component. In GCSM-CC, we have as components not only auto-convolution components, but also cross convolution components, the latter ones to model dependency between component (dashed lines between base component).
Coregionalization [4, 39, 40, 41 ] is a powerful approach for modeling correlations among tasks. However, coregionalization was only applied to discover task correlations in single base component, and ignores coregionalization trends across multiple base components. Here we propose to use coupling coregionalization between tasks over all components, thus we have Q auto-convolution components plus Q 2 − Q cross convolution components and Q auto-coregionalization plus Q 2 − Q cross-coregionalization components. Note that the task auto correlation values (diagonal values of C i C j ) are not necessarily equal to 1 because we employ the free form parameterization [4] , which produces an individual scaling for each task in each component. In this way GCSM-CC can capture the coupling coregionalizations between different components. Nevertheless, GCSM-CC doesn't increase the parameter space compared to SM-LMC when no time and phase delay are considered. Figure 2 shows cross covariances among components from time domain and its corresponding spectral densities from frequency domain. GCSM-CC is configured with Q = 3 base component. According to Equation (13) , there are six cross covariance components (GCSM i,j , i = j ∈ {1, 3}) and six coupling coregionalization terms (C i C j , i = j ∈ {1, 3}). The first row in Figure 2 shows only three cross covariances components (in different color solid line) because the other three components are symmetrical. The second row presents the corresponding spectral densities. From the last two rows in Figure 2 , when the base component i is equal to the base component j, then the resulting coregionalizations C i C i 's are equivalent to those of SM-LMC and CSM. However, GCSM-CC also considers coregionalizations for i = j, hence it can represent coupling correlations between tasks across all components. Moreover, these coupling coregionalizations C i C j 's give task level correlations. In summary, SM-LMC provides a simple task level correlation where component are independent. CSM adds task level dependency related to phase delay. MOSM considers a more expressive task level correlation by incorporating also time delay, but still ignores component level dependencies. GCSM-CC models component level dependencies and enhances expressiveness of task level coupling correlation over all components.
Comparison with other MTGPs methods
A comparison among SM-LMC, CSM, MOSM and GCSM-CC in term of hyper-parameters, degrees of freedom and number of components is given in Table 1 . Here Q denotes the number of base component and M the number of tasks.
The main difference between MOSM and GCSM-CC is that MOSM only considers task level correlation within a single component. Furthermore in MOSM, if task i is equal to task j, MOSM cannot reduce to the SM kernel.
GCSM-CC uses GCSM (see Introduction) and coupling coregionalization in order to model both task level correlation and component level dependency. Table 1 show characteristics of multi task kernels. SM-LMC, CSM, and GCSM-CC use free form parameterization [4] . In Table 1 , θ f and θ are respectively length-scale and x-scale in SE and Matérn kernel. In order to make comparison more clear, we use q instead of i as a sub-index of component. 
Experiments
As other GP methods based on spectral mixture kernels, GCSM-CC is sensitive to its hyperparameters, especially in a multi-task setting. Hyperparameters initialization has a direct impact on the ability to discover and extrapolate patterns, especially in the presence of complex multiple tasks. GCSM-CC involves more hyper-parameters than other MTGPs, namely time delay θ, phase delay φ and coregionalization factor C i of each base component. Therefore we apply an initialization strategy which uses empirical spectral densities, which has been shown to be effective in other contexts [25] . However, the empirical spectral densities is often noisy, so its direct use is not possible. Past research suggested that sharp peaks of empirical spectral densities are near the true frequencies [25] . Specifically, we applied a Bayesian Gaussian mixture model p(Θ|s) = Q i=1w i N (μ i ,Σ i ) on the empirical spectral densities s in order to get the Q cluster centers of Gaussian spectral densities. We use the Expectation Maximization algorithm [42] to estimate the parametersw i ,μ i , andΣ i . The results are used as initial values of w i , µ i , and Σ i , respectively. Then, we randomly initialize coregionalization factors C i 's with free-form parameterization [4] and add a positive term to make values in the diagonal of matrix C i to be bigger than values in the rest of the matrix. We use this technique in all our experiments on artificial and real world data.
We compare GCSM-CC with existing MTGP methods, namely SM-LMC, CSM, MOSM. First we show the ability of GCSM-CC to model a mixed signal sampled from a Gaussian distribution, its integral and derivative. Then we use GCSM-CC for prediction tasks on a real-world problem with three sensor array datasets 1 related to air pollution monitoring: Nitrogen oxide (NO) concentration, Ozone concentration, and PM10 concentration extrapolating. We implemented our models in Tensorflow [43] and GPflow [44] to improve scalability and to facilitate gradient computation. The open source codes will be made available. In all experiments we use the mean absolute error MAE = n i=1 |y i −ỹ i |/n as performance metric.
Synthetic experiment
We consider an artificial experiment in order to validate the interpolation, extrapolation, and signal recovery ability of GCSM-CC and compare its pattern recognition performance with that of other MTGP methods. We consider three tasks: a mixed signal, its integral, and its derivative, respectively. Specifically, we generate a Gaussian signal with length 300 in the interval [-10, 10] and numerically compute its first integral and derivative. From a signal sampled from GP(0, K SM ) we randomly choose half of data as training data, and the rest as test data. The integration signal points in the interval [-10, 0] are used for training (in dark yellow), while the remaining signal points in the interval [0, 10] are used for testing (in green). For the second task, the derivative of the signal in the interval [0, 10] is used for training and the rest of the signal is used for testing. The performance of GCSM-CC on the generated signal is shown in Figure 3 (a) . As shown in Table 2 , all considered GP methods have comparable performance: they learn the covariance between tasks and interpolate well the missing values.
The second task, i.e., the integral of the signal, is shown in Figure 3 (b) . In this case its inherent patterns are more difficult to recognize and extrapolate. Here GCSM-CC performs better than other methods: it achieves lowest MAE as well as smallest confidence interval. GCSM-CC excels also on the last task, i.e., the derivative signal (see Figure 3 (c) ): here GCSM-CC shows best pattern learning and extrapolation capability while using the same number of base component (Q = 10). Predictions obtained using SE-LMC and Matérn-LMC kernels are of low quality, especially for the extrapolating tasks (integral and derivative signals): it is very hard for them to find valid patterns in the data, like the change of trend over time. Overall, results indicate the capability of GCSM-CC to capture integration and differentiation patterns of the generated signal simultaneously. Table 2 : Performance (MAE) of GCSM-CC and other methods on the artificial dataset.
Nitrogen oxides (NO) concentration extrapolation
The sensor network dataset recorded from Stockholm city monitor air pollution parameters in order to provide air quality surveillance for the regional environment. In particular, Nitrogen oxides (NO) is an important parameter, since long term exposure at high concentration can cause inflammation of the human airways. Extrapolation and forecasting models allow to monitor NO concentration in order to control and prevent negative effects on health and environment. As first real world dataset, we use NO concentration from 5 January, 2017 to 25 January, 2017, in one-hour intervals, collected at three stations (Essingeleden, Hornsgatan, Sveavägen) in Stockholm and outside.
Each station corresponds to a task: Essingeleden as task 1, Hornsgatan as task 2 and Sveavägen as We aim to assess comparatively the long range extrapolation ability of GCSM-CC on future forecasting and signal recovery simultaneously. Therefore we perform extrapolation for task 2 and 3. Therefore for task 1 we randomly chose half of the Essingeleden time series as training data. For task 2 the first half of the Hornsgatan time series is used for training and the remaining data for testing. For task 3 the last half of the Sveavägen time series is used for training and the rest for testing.
We use Q = 10 for all methods. Hyperparameters w, σ, and µ are initialized using Gaussian mixture clustering of spectral densities in the frequency domain (see Section 4), while θ, φ are randomly initialized for CSM, MOSM and GCSM-CC, and the coregionalization terms in SM-LMC, CSM, GCSM-CC are also randomly initialized.
Results indicate that all SM based kernels can extrapolate the future NO concentration well, with GCSM-CC achieving better performance (see Figure 4 and Table 3 ). As seen in Figure 3 , NO concentration patterns in the considered times series are rather irregular: we can observe the presence of multiple local and global trends containing time and phase delay, because the time at which concentration peaks appear is not periodical and its amplitude is always irregular.
Ozone concentration extrapolation
As second real world experiment we use Ozone concentration recordings in sensor networks. Ozone is another important air pollution parameter reflecting the strength of fossil fuel usage and its emission. High Ozone concentration may lead to serious environment problems, for instance photochemical smog. Moreover exposure to ozone may cause respiratory illness conditions and heart attack [45] . We consider the Ozone concentration dataset collected from three stations in Stockholm city: Torkel Knutssonsgatan's measurement at urban background, Norr Malma's measurement at regional background, and Hornsgatan's measurement at street. Each of these stations corresponds to a task. For the first task we select at random half data points of the Torkel Knutssonsgatan time series for training, for the second task the first half of the Norr Malma time series for training and the rest for testing, and for the third task the last half of the Hornsgatan time series for training and the rest for testing.
We perform extrapolation for task 2 and 3. Specifically, we use the remaining points in Norr Malma and Hornsgatan as test points to validate the long range extrapolating ability and historical signal recovery ability of GCSM-CC. We use the same hyper-parameter initialization setting as in the NO experiment. Results show that GCSM-CC consistently outperforms other kernel methods with respect to MAE and predicted confidence interval (see Figure 5 and Table 3 ). All methods are not fully capable to capture trends involving low concentration peaks. Nevertheless, this limitation is not crucial in this context, since for air pollution forecasting it is more important to correctly model high concentration peaks.
PM10 concentration extrapolation
The last real world experiment we consider concerns PM10 concentration recordings of sensor networks. PM10 particles have diameter smaller than 10 micrometers. They are an important air pollution parameter and are mainly produced by human activities, for example the usage of fossil fuels and power plants. PM10 forms a large proportion of air pollutants: its generation and spreading are affected by local quasi periodical industrial production and weather condition. Yearly or seasonal weather change are global factors and have a large regular variation over the year, while the variation of industrial production is a local factor and has a monthly or weekly variation. These global trends and local patterns show time and phase related variability over the period of recording. Usually for small scale variation (in 1 hour interval), the PM10 concentration depends more on its surroundings and location because human activities determine its emission. There are various time and phase dependent characteristics in the time series of this PM10 concentration experiment: short term weekly variations, medium term seasonal patterns and non-strict periodic long term trends, as well as some white noises. From Figure 6 one can see that the appearance of high peaks in PM10 concentration is irregular and its time of duration is short and fluctuant. Such irregular patterns are difficult to discover. Ordinary kernels cannot find any valid patterns in this dataset because of their limited expressive power. Here, we randomly choose half of PM10 concentration data points in Essingeleden, the first half of PM10 concentration data points in the Hornsgatan time series, and the last half of PM10 concentration data points in the Sveavägen time series as training data for task 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The remaining data points in Hornsgatan and Sveavägen's time series are used for testing in order to validate the long range extrapolating and historical signal recovery ability of GCSM-CC and other MTGP methods.
Results indicate that also in this experiment GCSM-CC consistently outperforms other kernel methods at MAE, while confidence intervals are similar across methods (see Figure 6 and Table 3 ). In this case, high peak appearance trends are not easy to capture. GCSM-CC can forecast them well even for small sudden changes. Table 3 : Performance of kernel methods on real world datasets. Table 3 reports the performance of the considered kernel methods on each task of the three experiments. The GCSM-CC kernel achieves the lowest MAE. Predictions using the SE-LMC and Matérn-LMC are very bad for extrapolation tasks. It is very hard for these methods to find valuable patterns in 
Conclusion
We have proposed the generalized convolution spectral mixture of coupling coregionalization (GCSM-CC) kernel. The main advantages of GCSM-CC are its expressive close form, its capability to perform long range extrapolation in a multitask setting. Component dependency is modeled using the decomposition of each SM component in the frequency domain, and task level nonlinear correlations are modeled using coupling coregionalization. In this way GCSM-CC advances applicability of kernels for MTGP beyond linear correlated tasks and independent component.
Experiments on an artificial dataset and three real world datasets have shown that GCSM-CC can recognize and model component level dependent complex structures and task level nonlinear correlations, forecast at long range scale and recover long range historical signals. Like MOSM [9] , a limitation of GCSM-CC is its computation complexity which is O(M 3 N 3 ) (M number of tasks, N number of samples per task).
Hence GCSM-CC is M 3 times more expensive than single task GP. At present, efficient inference approximation methods like FITC and PITC [16, 17, 28, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50] , are not very effective for MTGPs, because in this setting, although inducing points can still be treated as free parameters, the task label should be pre-fixed. Interesting future research involves the development of sparse and efficient inference methods for MTGPs [19, 51, 52, 53, 54] . The initialization strategy [37, 55, 56, 57] of the coupling hyperparamters C i is also very important for multitask pattern discovery, and needs further study.
